
Carbine Day 2022/200 yard Benchrest                                              

Range Fee $15.00 
 

Sunday May 15th at Kaitoke.  

 

Match Director: AB 

Range Officer: SY 

 

Setup 8.30am practice until 9.30am, matches start at 9.45am 

 

Please note for the purposes of this match a Carbine is defined as the shortened version of 

an existing rifle or a rifle that has a barrel length of 20 inches or less and is also an Iron 

sight only match. If you have any queries as whether your rifle qualifies as a carbine 

please contact match director. All rifles are welcome but only military carbines will be 

eligible for the trophy.  

 

NB: For all barricade matches, your body must stay behind the barricade, muzzle 

direction must always remain down range. 

 

Match 1: Barricade Application:  

Figure 12, 100m  

Start with 5 round magazine inserted, hot rifle, prone behind barricade.  

On command fire 5 rounds strong handed from side of barricade, then change sides, 

reload and  shoot 5 rounds weak handed.  

 

10 Rounds, 2 Minutes, 50 Points 

 

Match 2 Barricade Trinity:  

Figure 12, 100m 

Standard trinity with a twist.  

1 minute per exposure. 5 rounds standing, 5 rounds kneeling or sitting, barrel must be 

though an enclosed port. 5 rounds prone barrel must be though an enclosed port. 

 

15 Rounds,1 Minute per position, 75 Points 

 

Match 3 Barricade Snap: 

Figure 12, 100m 

Start sitting, Barrel behind barricade, On command shoot 2 rounds through the called port 

number in 8 seconds. 5 exposures. 

 

10 Rounds, 50 Points 

 

Match 4 Shoot the Officer then take out the Grunts:  

One steel plate at 100 m and a figure 12 at 100m 

Start standing hot rifle, on command engage plate, as soon as the plate is down any 

remaining rounds may be shot at your figure 12 through any one of the enclosed ports. 

 

12 Rounds, 2 Minutes, 60 Points 



 

Team Plate Shoot.  

Three man team with 25 plates. Shot with .22LR any configuration  

Usual format- 1 shooter standing, 1 sitting and 1 prone. Fastest time wins! 

Unlimited rounds and time. 

 

 

200 YD BENCHREST SHOOT.  

2 x UIT Targets at 200m  

Shot on from off the benches with any FIELD style rest- no bipods/FTR rests etc  

Up to 5 sighters on 1 first target, 2 Minutes, 

Then 10 scoring shots on second target 

10 Rounds, 5 minutes, 100 Points    

 

Service class rifles as per SMC 

Open class- any rifle/sight/scope/rest within the range limitations (i.e. no 50’s, 416’s etc) 

 


